
4EMAIL AND SPEED ARE 
TOP OF THE MODERN 
MARKETER’S AGENDA
In a fast evolving world, marketing automation 
expert Oracle Eloqua has uncovered the key 
challenges facing Modern Marketers – and 
discovered a surprising lack of self-esteem 
within the sector.

Oracle Eloqua’s intensive report, Defining the Modern 
Marketer: From Real to Ideal, has highlighted several key 
areas on which marketing decision-makers need to focus – 
and a surprising lack of ego on the part of Modern 
Marketers themselves . . . 

REAL WORLD VS. IDEAL WORLD
Modern Marketers revealed that they feel they’re 
underperforming when comparing themselves to the five 
core competencies driving the function of the ‘ideal 
marketer’:
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MOVING WITH THE TIMES
But Modern Marketers should give themselves some credit 
– after all, it’ll be down to their stellar efforts that:

60% of marketers say their companies are now adopting and 
integrating Modern Marketing practices in 2013 . . .compared to just 
15% in 2011.

TOP FIVE BIGGEST CHANGES TO 
MODERN MARKETING
What do Modern Marketers believe have been the most 
transformative factors in marketing?

5. FRAGMENTATION OF MEDIA

28%

4. SHIFT OF POWER FROM THE BRAND TO THE CUSTOMER

37%

3. MATURATION OF DEMAND GENERATION AND LEAD NURTURING

44%

4. USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN MARKETING

1. ABILITY TO TRACK MARKETING ROI DUE TO TECHNOLOGY

74%

THE THREE PILLARS OF 
MARKETING SUCCESS
Marketers place three factors above all others when seeking 
evidence of how successful their marketing has been:

61%

2. USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN MARKETING

34% 21% 20%

MARKETING ROI MARKETING
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TOP TO BOTTOM: THE DIGITAL 
MARKETING LANDSCAPE 
DEFINED
What Modern Marketers believe are the most and least 
important digital marketing activities:

THE KEY TAKEAWAYS FROM THE 
SURVEY ARE:

Creative skills and knowledge of marketing 
technology are of equal importance in the modern 
marketplace.

Email is considered to be the most important digital 
marketing activity and the need for speed and 
relevance are the greatest challenges. 

Content-rich marketing tactics such as white papers 
and webcasts are essential for lead generation and 
lead nurturing.

Modern Marketers believe they should – and could – 
be doing better.

THE TOP THREE CHALLENGES 
FACING MARKETERS
Has lack of investment through the recession caused the 
problems marketers see today? Here’s what marketers said 
their top challenges are:

48% THE NEED TO ACHIEVE FASTER AND MORE 
RELEVANT TOUCH POINTS IN THE MARKET

38%DIFFICULTY MEASURING ROI

32%
INCREASED DIFFICULTY TO MAKING OFFER 
AND TIMING OF MESSAGE SPECIFIC TO 
CUSTOMER

A HELPING HAND? OR A 
HINDRANCE?
With so many emerging challenges, Modern Marketers are 
increasingly turning to third-party suppliers to aid with their 
marketing campaigns – but overall satisfaction ratings with 
such providers are only rated at an average . . . 

5.8 out of 10.

To find out more about what 
makes the Ideal Modern 
Marketer, and the obstacles 
marketers face in trying to 
fulfil that role, click here for 
a free download of the full 
results of the report: 
Defining the Modern 
Marketer: From Real to Ideal

Download your report now
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The rise of social media to the No. 3 spot is the most striking addition to this list of 

marketing tools and channels, a phenomenon hardly anticipated a handful of years ago. 

Webinars and the relatively new phenomenon of virtual events also have risen to become 

essential marketing activities. Meanwhile, search marketing, both organic and via pay-per-

click campaigns, remains a staple. 
 
Notice that content marketing is heavily implied here. Social media is driven by strong 

content, with such activities as public relations, blogging, customer case studies, digital 

events and white papers doing the driving. The subtext: While there are many types of 

digital marketing activities modern marketers are deploying, much of that is informed by 

powerful marketing content.  
 
 MARKETING SCIENCE VS. MARKETING ART 

 
The needs of the modern marketer increasingly are informed by analytics, targeting and 

Big Data, driving marketers to believe they must become more of a scientist than ever 

before. But as seen by the chart below, marketers feel the “science versus art” question 

has varied answers depending on the marketing initiatives at hand. Not surprisingly, 

branding and messaging are considered to rely more on art, with marketing measurement 

and reporting reliant on science. Marketers are of the opinion that “art informed by 

science” governs campaign creation and deployment. 

 

Much of modern marketing  activities are informed by strong marketing content.  

Question: What characterized most these three marketing dimensions: science or art? 
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WHO IS THE MODERN MARKETER? 

 
 
The past few years have witnessed profound changes in how marketers do their jobs. 

Emerging from a world in which outbound campaigns, characterised by advertising and 

where intuition predominated, todayʼs “modern marketer” faces a new paradigm of 

inbound marketing programmes driven by digital channels, served by multiple touches and 

measured by sophisticated technologies—and where data analysis is king. It is a daunting 

new world that marketers are negotiating, often with limited budgets and staff.  

 
This white paper will explore marketersʼ views of what constitutes the “ideal” marketer, and 

possible means of reaching that level. Weʼll also look at how U.K. marketers differ from 

their American counterparts, in their views about modern marketing. 

 
 

THE ʻIDEALʼ: AN HONEST ASSESSMENT 

 
Modern marketers understand the competencies that are required in their jobs, but admit 

as well that they fall short compared to how “ideal” marketers would blend these 

competencies together. In the chart, marketers rated the relative mix and importance of 

five essential competencies impacting their work, both as realised by the “ideal” modern 

marketer and by themselves. Measured against the ideal, todayʼs marketers rate 

themselves only at less than 60% of what the ideal is, and where they would like to be: 

 

Question: What percent of overall success can be attributed to these marketing competencies? 
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http://demand.eloqua.com/modern-marketer-UK?elqct=SocialMedia&elqchannel=Tomorrow%20People&elqoffer=real2idealUK&sls=DG-Programs_2014-Inbound_0114&elqcname=DG-Programs_2014-Inbound_0114&elqbc=UK

